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Introduction
This inspection was carried out by two additional inspectors and one of Her Majesty's
Inspectors. In total, 18 lessons were observed and nine teachers. Meetings were held with
parents and carers, two groups of pupils, members of the governing body and some staff
with positions of responsibility. Inspectors observed the school's teaching, looked at pupils'
work and the school's curriculum planning, and evaluated pupils' progress data.
Questionnaires from older pupils, teaching and support staff, and 124 parents and carers
were scrutinised.
The inspection team reviewed many aspects of the school's work. It looked in detail at a
number of key areas.
What is the level of progress of different groups of pupils during their time at the
school?
How consistent is teaching across the school?
 How effective are leaders and managers at all levels at bringing about
improvements?

Information about the school
The school serves Devoran village. It is an average-sized school. Most pupils attend from
the local catchment but an increasing number travel from outside this immediate area.
Children in the Early Years Foundation Stage are provided for in a Reception class. The
school has a breakfast- and after-school club on site managed by the governing body. The
proportion of pupils entitled to free school meals is below the national figure and most
pupils come from White British backgrounds. The proportion of pupils with learning
difficulties and/or disabilities is lower than the national average. The school has achieved a
number of awards, including Healthy Schools Award, Investors in People and
Activemark.�
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Inspection judgements
Overall effectiveness: how good is the school?

1

The school's capacity for sustained improvement

2

Main findings
Devoran School provides an outstanding quality of education. Key to this success is pupils'
outstanding behaviour which plays a pivotal role in the quality of their learning. The
outstanding quality of care, guidance and support enables pupils to make excellent
progress in their personal development. In the words of one parent, 'My child has excelled
academically, but the most rewarding aspect is the change in his behaviour, aspirations
and happiness because staff go the extra mile.'
From skills similar to those expected by the time they begin school, children in the Early
Years Foundation Stage settle very well and make an excellent start to their education.
The school is extremely successful in working with significant partners to extend pupils'
education beyond what would normally be expected. Together with the excellent
relationships between staff and pupils, this contributes to the outstanding behaviour seen
in lessons, around the school and during before- or after-school provision.
Standards are high. Pupils make good progress in their learning relative to their starting
points due to the consistently good and improving teaching combined with carefully
targeted support. During the inspection, some teaching did not explicitly refer to what
pupils should be learning at key points in lessons and, as a result, pupils' progress was not
maximised.
The curriculum contains a range of well-constructed activities which are extremely
successful in promoting pupils' contribution to their community. It is also very effective in
ensuring pupils understand how to lead extremely safe and healthy lifestyles. This is
reflected in the national awards gained by the school and the very high uptake of healthy
school meals.� The development of pupils' cross-curricular literacy, mathematics, and
information and communication technology skills is given high priority in planning and
prepares pupils very successfully for their future lives. The headteacher provides very
strong and reflective leadership for the school. She leads a committed staff team that
shares the school's aims and values. Good self- evaluation ensures the school has an
accurate understanding of its strengths and areas for further development. The
arrangements for monitoring teaching and school improvement plans are generally good
and identify broad areas for improvement, although in some respects there is a lack of
precision and detail in follow-up action to ensure more rapid progress. Since the last
inspection, there have been improvements in the school's work which include new systems
for recording pupils' progress, improved provision for extended services and more
appropriate challenge for higher-attaining pupils. The pace of improvement, combined
with the school's use of resources to achieve excellent value for money, demonstrates the
school has a good capacity for further improvement.
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What does the school need to do to improve further?
Improve teaching to be outstanding by maintaining a clear focus on precisely what
pupils need to learn throughout lessons.
Sharpen self-evaluation activities by leaders and managers at all levels to ensure
that explicit actions in school improvement planning bring about improvements with
clear criteria on which to judge success.Sharpen self-evaluation activities by leaders
and managers at all levels to ensure that explicit actions in school improvement
planning bring about improvements with clear criteria on which to judge success.

Outcomes for individuals and groups of pupils

1

Pupils achieve extremely well academically and personally. Pupils make good progress
with their academic learning in the classroom due to the excellent relationships and very
well established classroom routines that ensure learning proceeds smoothly. Pupil s'
interest in learning is stimulated when they have the opportunity to contribute to the
curriculum and planned lessons. Pupils' enjoyment and achievement are particularly
marked in English. During the inspection, this was observed when Year 2 pupils appl ied
their knowledge of paragraphs to retell stories of Adelita the Mexican Cinderella and when
Year 6 used a 'toolkit' to write a balanced argument. Pupils enjoy coming to school, as
shown by their above average attendance, because they feel valued.
Pupils make excellent progress in developing their social skills and become very happy,
confident individuals before the time they leave school. They conscientiously take on extra
responsibilities around the school, for example by participating in the school council,
helping younger pupils at lunchtimes or organising 'fines day' fund- raising activities.
Playtime buddies and Lantern Parades in Truro help develop pupils' contribution to their
community exceptionally well. Through carefully planned lessons, pupils' levels of
independence and self-control become high. Pupils' self-steem and self-confidence are
boosted further when their achievements are recognised and celebrated in assemblies.
Further to this, older pupils develop their pubic speaking skills extrem ely well, for example
through the Youth Speaks competition. A high number also develop a thoughtful and
reflective outlook through skills gained at innovative clubs such as Philosophy or Thinking
Skills. Through the valued Parents and Children Together programme, the overwhelming
majority of pupils say they feel very safe in school, and parents and carers recognise the
high levels of care they receive.
� Previous variations in performance between groups and subjects have now been closed
so that all groups perform well, including those with special educational needs and/or
disabilities. A combination of high attainment and good academic progress means that
pupils' overall achievement is outstanding.
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These are the grades for pupils' outcomes
Pupils' achievement and the extent to which they enjoy their learning
Taking into account:
Pupils' attainment¹
The quality of pupils' learning and their progress
The quality of learning for pupils with special educational needs and/or disabilities
and their progress

1
1
2
2

The extent to which pupils feel safe

1

Pupils' behav iour

1

The extent to which pupils adopt healthy lifesty les

1

The extent to which pupils contribute to the school and wider community

1

The extent to which pupils develop wor kplace and other skills that will contribute to
their future economic well-being
Taking into account:
Pupils' attendance¹
The extent of pupils' spir itual, moral, social and cultural development
1

1

2
2

The grades for attainment and attendance are: 1 is high; 2 is above average; 3 is broadly average; and 4

is low

How effective is the provision?
Teachers understand the needs of pupils very well. They have excellent relationships with
pupils and encourage them to participate widely in the life of the school. All staff deploy
their very good subject knowledge well to provide good support and challenge for all
groups of pupils. Lessons are well paced and contain practical activities which enable
pupils to apply learnt skills and maintain their interest. A calm and purposeful atmosphere
exists in all classes. Teaching assistants contribute significantly to pupils' learning because
they encourage pupils to do as much as possible for themselves. Staff have conducted
some research to tackle the underperformance in some boys' writing. This has had a
positive impact and has accelerated pupils' progress.
Teachers have good systems for assessing pupils' attainment and recording their progress.
There is inconsistency in the use of information gathered during lessons to precisely focus
on what children have learnt. This results in some pupils not maximising progress and
teachers not being able to review accurately what pupils have learnt. Excellent examples
occur, such as in an outstanding Year 6 English lesson where whiteboards were very
effectively used to check pupils' understanding of contrasting connectives.
The excellent curriculum provides a very broad range of activities which effectively meet
the different needs and interests of all pupils. The school uses the local environment very
well to provide practical experiences for learning such as 'Wellie Walks' to Restronguet
Creek. The excellent curriculum is enhanced by the specific extra-curricular clubs such as
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Story Telling, designed to directly address pupils' learning needs. This adds impact to the
already broad range of well-attended, extra- curricular clubs, including the before- and
after-school care.
� The strong staff teamwork and close partnership with parents, carers and other
professionals underpin the school's very caring and supportive environment. The individual
education plans and detailed support, including excellent partnership arrangements with a
wide range of external agencies, ensure that the needs of those pupils whose
circumstances make them more vulnerable, are met very well.

These are the grades for the quality of provision
The quality of teaching
Taking into account:
The use of assessment to support learning
The extent to which the curr iculum meets pupils' needs, including, where relevant,
through partnerships
The effectiveness of care, guidance and support

2
2

1
1

How effective are leadership and management?
The headteacher has embedded a very caring and thoughtful school ethos based on a
nurturing philosophy. This inclusive style of leadership is shared by all members of the
school community. Ambitious targets have resulted in an environment where pupils can
thrive. Their successes are shared collectively and valued through reward certificates they
receive in assemblies and in newsletters. Similarly, staff strengths and skills are recognised
and made best use of. The commitment to professional and personal development is an
embedded part of the school ethos. Leaders and managers at all levels have fostered an
environment where everyone is treated with trust and dignity. Some have assumed their
responsibilities quite recently. They have good analytical skills and subject knowledge,
although these have not yet had time to demonstrate their full impact on accelerating
pupils' academic progress.
The governing body challenges and supports the school well. Governors care deeply about
the quality of education pupils receive and are involved in monitoring the school's work
through visits to lessons and presentations from staff.� Systems are in place to ensure
statutory requirements are met and finances managed prudently. The school uses its
resources exceptionally well.
Parents and carers receive high-quality information about the personal care and academic
progress of their children, and the vast majority are very supportive of the school, sharing
in the strong sense of pride and belonging that permeates all aspects of the school's work.
Highly positive relationships extend to excellent partnership arrangements with a wide
range of external agencies; this ensures individual needs can be met. Links to the local
secondary school enhance learning very well in science for pupils known to be gifted and
talented.
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Data to assess and track pupils' academic progress are significant and considerable.
Identified actions by leaders to improve the quality of teaching, or how this information is
accurately shared through the school development plan with governors in order to hold
the school to account, is less clear. Through the highly inclusive ethos, the school
successfully promotes equal opportunities and does not discriminate. School values are
well modelled and taught by staff, and have a very positive impact on pupils' attitudes and
personal development. The school promotes community cohesion well, as is demonstrated
by the developing residential programme and Spanish pen pals. Local links are extremely
strong.
� Arrangements to protect and keep pupils safe meet requirements well. All staff and
governors are well trained in child protection procedures, and adults are fully vetted and
checked before they are employed by the school. Staff, pupils and parents and carers
state they feel very safe and secure with the school.

These are the grades for leadership and management
The effectiveness of leadership and management in embedding ambit ion and dr iving
improvement
Taking into account:
The leadership and management of teaching and learning
The effectiveness of the governing body in challenging and support ing the
school so that weaknesses are tackled decisively and statutory responsibilities met

2

2

2

The effectiveness of the school's engagement with parents and carers

2

The effectiveness of partnerships in promoting learning and well-being

1

The effectiveness with which the school promotes equality of opportunity and tackles
discr iminat ion

2

The effectiveness of safeguarding procedures

2

The effectiveness with which the school promotes community cohesion

2

The effectiveness with which the school deploys resources to achieve value for money

1

Early Years Foundation Stage
Staff form very positive links with families through the extensive Learning Together
programme of induction. Excellent transition plans for individual children moving into Year
1 ensures a very smooth passage to the next stage of their education. Parents and carers
are provided with detailed information early, helping to ensure that children develop key
learning behaviours rapidly. Excellent and detailed observations that build on previous
experiences are used exceptionally well to provide individual daily lessons in phonics (the
sounds that letters make) and number work. Creative development is nurtured very well
when children have time to explore and investigate at length ideas that interest them such
as 'Space' or 'Superheroes'. Activities such as weighing jelly in balance scales foster a
strong collective community with children working well together and cooperating well with
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adults. The indoor and outdoor areas are well resourced and adapted to children's
responses meaning that they are always interested in and enjoy their learning. The Early
Years Foundation Stage leader is relatively new in post. She has good, clear ideas on how
to improve the setting further but these have yet to be implemented. Shared planning
between staff for Reception-age children who attend before- or after-school care at the
school ensures they are very well catered for. As a result of the very effective teamwork,
good leadership and well-organised, imaginative teaching, children become happy and
confident, making exceptional progress in lessons.

These are the grades for the Early Years Foundation Stage
Overall effectiveness of the Ear ly Years Foundation Stage
Taking into account:
Outcomes for children in the Early Years Foundation Stage
The quality of provision in the Early Years Foundation Stage
The effectiveness of leadership and management of the Early Years Foundation
Stage

2
1
1
2

Views of parents and carers
A much higher than average proportion of parental questionnaires were returned. One
parent commented, 'We are very happy with our children's education. They have
progressed academically, socially and physically. Their needs have been well met and
school is such a positive experience for them.'� Parents hold extremely positive views of
all aspects of the school's work. Parents and carers appreciate the very high standard of
support provided for their children. A very small minority of parents and carers felt that
communication could be improved from the school or that the individual needs of their
children were not met. Inspectors noted that the school has plans in place to address
these concerns.
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Responses from parents and carers to Ofsted's questionnaire
Ofsted invited all the registered parents and carers of pupils registered at Devoran School to complete a
questionnaire about their views of the school.
In the questionnaire, parents and carers were asked to recor d how strongly they agreed with 13 statements
about the school.
The inspection team received 124 completed questionnaires by the end of the on-site inspection. In total,
there are 192 pupils registered at the school.
Statements

Strongly
agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Total

%

Total

%

Total

%

Total

%

My child enjoys school

71

57

47

38

5

4

0

0

The school keeps my child
safe

86

69

34

27

3

2

0

0

My school informs me about
my child's progress

49

40

64

52

9

7

1

1

My child is making enough
progress at this school

49

40

65

52

9

7

0

0

The teaching is good at this
school

69

56

51

41

2

2

0

0

The school helps me to
suppor t my child's learning

51

41

59

48

10

8

1

1

The school helps my child to
have a healthy lifestyle

67

54

54

44

0

0

0

0

The school makes sure that
my child is well prepared for
the future (for example
changing year gr oup,
changing school, and for
children w ho are finishing
school, entering further or
higher education, or entering
employment)

56

45

62

50

4

3

0

0

The school meets my child's
particular needs

47

38

64

52

11

9

1

1

The school deals effectively
with unacceptable behaviour

52

42

57

46

8

6

1

1

The school takes account of
my suggestions and concer ns

53

43

56

45

9

7

2

2

The school is led and
managed effectively

65

52

48

39

9

7

0

0

Overall, I am happy with my
child's experience at this
school

71

57

45

36

6

5

0

0

The table above summarises the responses that parents and carers made to each statement. The
percentages indicate the proportion of parents and carers giving that response out of the total number of
completed questionnaires. Where one or more parents and carers chose not to answer a particular question,
the percentages will not add up to 100%.
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Glossary
What inspection judgements mean
Grade

Judgement

Description

Grade 1

Outstanding

These features are highly effective. An outstanding school
provides exceptionally well for all its pupils' needs.

Grade 2

Good

These are very positive features of a school. A school that
is good is serving its pupils well.

Grade 3

Satisfactory

These features are of reasonable quality. A satisfactory
school is providing adequately for its pupils.

Grade 4

Inadequate

These features are not of an acceptable standard. An
inadequate school needs to make significant improvement
in order to meet the needs of its pupils. Ofsted inspectors
will make further visits until it improves.

Overall effectiveness of schools
Overall effectiveness judgement (percentage of schools)
Type of school

Outstanding

Good

Satisfactory

Inadequate

Nursery schools

59

35

3

3

Primary schools

9

44

39

7

Secondary schools

13

36

41

11

Sixth forms

15

39

43

3

Special schools

35

43

17

5

Pupil referral units

21

42

29

9

All schools

13

43

37

8

New school inspection arrangements were introduced on 1 September 2009. This means that inspectors now
make some additional judgements that were not made previously.
The data in the table above are for the period 1 September 2009 to 31 August 2010 and are consistent with
the latest published official statistics about maintained school inspec tion outcomes (see
www.ofsted.gov.uk).
The sample of schools inspected during 2009/10 was not representative of all schools nationally, as weaker
schools are inspected more frequently than good or outstanding schools.
Percentages are rounded and do not always add exactly to 100.
Sixth form figures reflect the judgements made for the overall effectiveness of the sixth form in secondary
schools, special schools and pupil referral units.
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Common terminology used by inspectors
Achievement:

the progress and success of a pupil in their learning,
development or training.

Attainment:

the standard of the pupils' work shown by test and
examination results and in lessons.

Capacity to improve:

the proven ability of the school to continue
improving. Inspectors base this judgement on what
the school has accomplished so far and on the quality
of its systems to maintain improvement.

Leadership and management:

the contribution of all the staff with responsibilities,
not just the headteacher, to identifying priorities,
directing and motivating staff and running the school.

Learning:

how well pupils acquire knowledge, develop their
understanding, learn and practise skills and are
developing their competence as learners.

Overall effectiveness:

inspectors form a judgement on a school's overall
effectiveness based on the findings from their
inspection of the school. The following judgements,
in particular, influence what the overall effectiveness
judgement will be.
The school's capacity for sustained
improvement.
Outcomes for individuals and groups of pupils.
The quality of teaching.
The extent to which the curriculum meets
pupils' needs, including, where relevant,
through partnerships.
The effectiveness of care, guidance and
support.

Progress:

the rate at which pupils are learning in lessons and
over longer periods of time. It is often measured by
comparing the pupils' attainment at the end of a key
stage with their attainment when they started.
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This letter is provided for the school, parents and
carers to share with their children. It describes Ofsted's
main findings from the inspection of their school.

3 February 2011
Dear Pupils
Inspection of Devoran School, Truro TR3 6PA
Thank you for the warm welcome when we visited your school recently. We were very
impressed by your outstanding behaviour in lessons and around the school. We enjoyed
seeing you in lessons, talking to you about your school and looking at your work.
We believe there are things that your school does very well. The children in the Early
Years Foundation Stage make a very good start to school life and achieve very well.
All the adults in the school take very good care of you to make sure you are very safe.
Your attendance is good. You say you enjoy shaping the way you learn in lessons and the
exciting activities or visits teachers plan for you. You behave very well, look after each
other very thoughtfully and gain excellent personal skills to help you grow up. You know
the importance of eating healthily and taking regular exercise.
Your teachers work hard to make sure you are making good progress. The good teaching
you receive helps you develop high skills in English and mathematics. We have asked
them to make sure they focus very closely on what they want you to learn all the way
through lessons to improve your progress even further.
We have also asked all the leaders and managers to look more closely at all that is going
on at the school. They should provide teachers and governors with regular and detailed
information about how you are all progressing. In this way, they can all help to make your
school an even better place in which to learn.�
I am sure that the school, with all your help, will continue to get even better. It was a
pleasure to meet you all. Best wishes for your future success.
Yours sincerely
Richard Light
� Lead inspector
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Any complaints about the inspection or the report should be made following the procedures set
out in the guidance 'Complaining about inspect ions', which is available from Ofsted's website:
www.ofsted.gov.uk. If you would like Ofsted to send you a copy of the guidance, please
telephone 0300 123 4234, or email enquir ies@ofsted.gov.uk.

